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embOS ARM supports kernel monitoring via J-Link and DCC 

 
Hilden, Germany � October 20, 2008 - SEGGER Microcontroller, a leading manufacturer of 
middleware, debug probes and flash programming solutions for embedded systems, today 
announced the availability of embOS ARM version 3.62a. This latest version supports kernel 
monitoring via J-Link ARM and DCC for all ARM7, ARM9, ARM11 and XScale targets. The kernel 
viewer application embOSView is a stand-alone application which comes with embOS without 
additional cost. It is also included in the trial version available for download. The full 
functionality of embOSView is available via DCC, including real time monitoring of all relevant 
OS objects, stack usage and execution time of individual tasks as well as graphical display of 
CPU times for all or selected tasks in the system. 
 

  
 
About embOS® 
embOS is a priority-controlled multitasking system, designed to be used as an embedded 
operating system for the development of real-time applications for all popular CPUs. embOS is 
a high-performance real time OS that has been optimized for minimum memory consumption 
in both RAM and ROM, as well as high speed and versatility. Nested interrupts are supported, 
causing zero additional interrupt latency. 
embOS comes with embOSView, a run-time task-level profiling tool. embOS is provided as full 
source code and comes with a simple licensing model without royalties. The user manual with 
full product specifications and a trial version are available at:  
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http://www.segger.com/embos.html 
 
About SEGGER 
  
SEGGER Microcontroller develops and distributes hardware and software development tools as 
well as software components. All software components are ANSI "C" compliant and can be used 
in embedded systems including industries such as telecom, medical technology, consumer 
electronics, automotive industry and industrial automation. SEGGER software products include: 
embOS (RTOS), emWin (GUI), emFile (File System), emUSB (USB device stack) and embOS/IP 
(TCP/IP stack). Besides the highly efficient software products, SEGGER also provides embedded 
hardware tools such as the well-known JTAG emulator J-Link, J-Trace and the Flasher (stand 
alone programmer). SEGGER�s intention is to cut software development time for embedded 
applications by offering affordable, flexible and easy-to-use tools and software components 
allowing developers to focus on their applications. 
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